**V3420 VEGA$ (USA, 4/25/1978-5/20/1981) [TV SERIES]**

**Series summary:** Detective/mystery series set in Las Vegas, Nev. Follows the exploits of private investigator Dan Tanna (Robert Urich) who is an ex-Marine and Vietnam veteran.

**Kill Dan Tanna! (1/10/1979)**

**Credits:** director, Curtis Harrington; writer, Larry Forrester.

**Cast:** Robert Urich, Richard Lynch, Don Gordon, Julius Harris, Will Sampson.

**Summary:** Drew North (Lynch), a psychotic disabled Vietnam veteran, plots revenge against Dan Tanna for the mishap which left him crippled. He hires mercenaries to kill Tanna. With the assistance of a Vietnam veteran buddy, Chief Harlan Twoleaf (Sampson), Tanna escapes several traps and North is sent away for treatment in a mental hospital.

